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10. Palmyrene merchant networks and economic 
integration in competitive markets

Katia Schörle*

Abstract: This paper proposes the use of economic thinking to understand the motivations 
and reasons behind the development of the extensive commercial networks of Palmyra. As 
opposed to macro-economics, micro-economics refers to the study of economic behaviours 
of individual units; here two different forms of merging will be studied while examining 
the patterns of Palmyrene merchant activities: vertical and horizontal integration. For this 
purpose, the paper will review parts of the corpus of epigraphic evidence available in order 
to explain economic advantages and strategies behind the creation or use of social networks.

Keywords: Palmyra; Roman East; Roman economy; economic integration; social networks; 
merchant networks
Author affiliation: University of Nice Sophia Antipolis – CEPAM-UMR 7264 CNRS

Introduction
There has been a long-standing academic interest in the economy of the Roman world, often with 
different methodologies and approaches used in order to examine its nature.1 While the dichotomy 
of primitivist/modernist approaches has long fuelled discussions, scholars have begun to distance 
themselves from both models and argued that we need to find different approaches such as 
institutional economics, or network analysis, but that we also need to nuance our discourse.2 There 
is no doubt, however, that modern methodologies remain useful in that they form a proposition 
from which to examine aspects of ancient societies, even if we only use data with caution, and 
acknowledge that the data will always be fragmentary and often insufficient. The sorts of viable 
conclusions we can make depend on both caution and clear-sightedness on the limitations of the 
dataset. Overall, when looking at the trends in an economy, each approach has generally focused on 
the large scale, or aggregate economy, which is often referred to as macro-economics.3 The focus 
has thus been on the total sum of economic activities in the Roman world, growth and performance, 
structure, and the decision-making processes on a very wide level, whether empire-wide, regional, or 
what is now sometimes called ‘global economies.’ In this paper, I would like to consider a different 
approach to economics by taking a bottom-up approach focusing on individuals. As opposed to 
macro-economics, micro-economics refers to the study of the economic behaviour of individual 
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units within the economy. These can be a person, a household, a firm or an industry. The main 
approach is therefore to look at patterns on a very small-scale basis to assess the individual impact 
of particular actions, decisions or collaborations, for example, and is entirely feasible for certain 
sets of data concerning the period in question – the Roman imperial period.

Integration and ancient economies
Micro-economics is the study of factors that affect individual economic choices, as well as the 
effect of changes in the factors on individual decision making. Individual connections and networks 
are therefore considered to be important in the assessments of the wider economic activities of an 
individual or individual unit. One aspect of micro-economics that has recently been employed in the 
study of the ancient world and in the interpretation of the epigraphic corpus is that of integration, 
which looks at ways in which the industry or individual units within the industry merge.

In 2009 Morris Silver proposed that despite the difficulties and gaps in the historical and 
archaeological data it was in some cases possible to identify the way people chose to concentrate 
parts or sectors of commercial activities into the hands of a person or group of people, according 
to a principle which in modern economic terms is coined vertical integration.4 Essentially, vertical 
integration defines mergers of different activities within a commercial supply chain or the taking 
over of different phases of the process of bringing goods from the point of origin (initial production 
or manufacture) to the selling point. Vertical integration can be described as backward or forward 
integration depending on whether a person or a group (as in the case of the Palmyrenes) acquires 
an additional activity closer to the source (backward integration) or the selling point (forward 
integration). Following from Silver’s observations, Broekart pointed out that vertical integration 
could indeed be identified in the major sectors of trade in the ancient world, namely grain, wine, 
meat and cattle, olive-oil and fish and fish-sauces. He therefore argued that the processes of 
integration could be found more easily than expected, and that integration was not an uncommon 
process in the Roman world.5 For example, G. Terentius Varro, who became notorious as a consul 
in Asia Minor and was involved in several networks, was, according to one tradition recorded by 
Livy, of humble origins. His father was supposedly a butcher who employed his son to engage in 
commercial transactions as well.6 In this example, by integrating the retail industry through forward 
integration, the Varros could invest efforts into a different activity within their line of business and 
integrate/control several parts of the meat sector.

Theoretically, integration can also be multiple and multidirectional, so backward and/or forward 
or integrating several steps backward or forward is entirely possible within any type of commercial 
activity, just as it is possible to control all the chains of production and transport from origin 
until the final sale. While vertical integration describes the taking over of stages of the process 
of bringing goods from the point of origin to the selling point, another type of merger is also 
commonly discussed in modern economics, but has so far not yet been discussed with regard to the 
ancient world, namely horizontal integration. Horizontal integration also concerns the acquisition 
of a new branch of activity but in a different way: by definition, horizontal integration describes 
the process of acquisition of additional business activities that are at the same level of the value 
chain in similar or different industries. The key point here is that the activity is at a similar level 
of the supply chain, while in vertical integration different levels of the value chain are integrated. 
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In terms of examples, a fuller or a group of persons acquiring different fulleries within the same 
town, or deciding to acquire fulleries in different cities, would thus engage in horizontal integration.

Identifying the Palmyrenes’ commercial activities: networks and commercial practice
I will now focus on identifying these economic strategies within a well-known group of merchants 
from the eastern part of the Roman Empire, from the city of Palmyra. Indeed, in the case of the 
East and commerce to the Euphrates, there is no doubt that the Palmyrenes occupied a central role 
in the organisation of the transport of goods to and from the Persian Gulf from the first through to 
the third century AD.7 Despite the fact that the exact nature of the wares transported still escape 
us, we are particularly well informed by the Palmyrene merchant inscriptions.

In total, some thirty-five merchant dedications dated between AD 19 and AD 260 have been 
identified throughout Palmyra.8 Most of the dedications mention individuals who assisted caravans 
returning from the Euphrates and the Persian Gulf and are the most important pieces of evidence 
for long-distance trade via Palmyra. Very formulaic in style, a few thank the leader of the caravan 
successfully returning from one of these cities. The name of the synodiarchês, the caravan leader, 
is sometimes given and he is being thanked by a group of merchants, whose names or number is 
never given. These dedications, all but one found in Palmyra, provide enough details to reconstruct 
a network through the group of people engaged in trade (generally referred to as ‘the merchants’) 
and the locations. These are tied by links formed by the known journeys of these merchants, and 
an organisation which clearly always has Palmyra as its centre: we can speak of a network.9

In the case of Palmyra, the epigraphic inscriptions make it very clear that transport and travels 
were organised by the merchants as a community whose clear intent is to engage in business as 
a group while abroad. While the earliest inscriptions mention travels to Seleucia (most likely 
Seleucia Ctesiphon) and Babylon, the majority of inscriptions in Palmyra mention Spasinu Charax 
or Vologesias, cities much further south on the Euphrates or near the river’s mouth by the Persian 
Gulf.10 Palmyrene activities were therefore first focused on trading and transporting goods with the 
cities and market centres closest to Palmyra before reaching more attractive centres further south 
or on the Persian Gulf. The city of Palmyra thus engaged in both overland and in all likelihood 
fluvial transport. A third-century AD inscription mentions askonautopoioi,11 men belonging to the 
association of Palmyrene raft-makers, but carrying goods by rafts made with skins was a practice 
used earlier on, and is in fact already attested as an Assyrian practice.12

At some stage, in order to increase their economic advantage, and presumably increase their 
margin of profit, Palmyrenes begun to expand their activities and absorb new sectors or parts of 
the transport industry – so to speak in economic terms, to develop through vertical integration. 
Land transport, via the Syrian Desert, became associated with more extensive fluvial transport. 
These activities were organised within the caravan’s expedition, as a commercial activity organised 
within the group.

Over time, Palmyrene merchants began to expand their trade in the Persian Gulf itself and 
towards the Indian Ocean rather than using intermediaries. By the second century AD, Palmyrenes 
could rely on the island of Bahrain as a port of call for Palmyrene vessels on their way to India.13 
This is known from several inscriptions. The involvement in seafaring, hence in a new economic 
sector and activity linked to trade and transport, is known for example from an AD 157 dedication 
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by a group of merchants who went to Scythia (Northern India) in the boat of Honaino, son of 
Haddudan. Another inscription, also from AD 157 again mentions merchants coming back from 
Scythia on the ship of Beelaios Kyrou, while a third has recently been reinterpreted as mentioning 
the land of Kushan, which would imply a maritime voyage as well, but also demonstrates the 
ownership of seafaring vessels by the Palmyrenes.14 These inscriptions therefore clearly point to 
the development of activities in a very specific sector linked to mercantile activities, namely that 
of maritime transport, and not to merchant activities alone. The funerary relief of Julius Aurelius 
Marona (Tomb no. 150) of AD 236 also shows a merchant with a ship in the background, expressing 
the Palmyrene merchant’s interest in maritime trade, or even the ownership of a sea-going vessel.15

The inscriptions and perhaps also the tomb relief attest to Palmyrene ownership of ships in the 
Persian Gulf, and potential direct sailing to India and the Indian Ocean. Most importantly it shows 
the expansion of activities linked to the transport of presumably similar types of goods in order 
to increase profit margins, bypass more expensive intermediaries and avoid unnecessary risk by 
developing a network of trust, thus reducing transaction costs. The absorption of different sectors 
of the transport industry for commercial wares coming from the Persian Gulf and Indian Ocean 
is a clear testimony of vertical integration undertaken by Palmyrene merchants dealing in Indian 
Ocean goods in order to reduce transaction costs and increase their profits.

Identifying and defining the merchants as a group or network is key to building the argument that 
we can speak of economic integration principles concerning the Palmyrenes’ long-term mercantile 
strategy. The network built by the group has as an aim to take over stages of bringing goods from 
their point of origin to their point of sale in Palmyrene or Mediterranean markets. That is not to 
say that all networks act according to economic principles, or that a network necessarily serves 
in favour of economic integration; a strong network of disparate or isolated merchants could be 
created to counter a serious competitor controlling much of the supply chain. In the case of the 
Palmyrenes, the network serves to take over and gain competitive advantage in the supply chain.

In search of other networks
Whether a Palmyrene merchant community network existed in the Mediterranean is less clear.16 
Evidence of Palmyrenes in the Mediterranean exists, but finding direct mercantile ties between 
groups of Palmyrenes is a challenging task given the nature of the evidence. Military or individual 
inscriptions aside, few Palmyrene inscriptions can directly be linked to the realm of merchant 
activities. A Palmyrene is known, for example, on the island of Kos, from an altar with a dedication 
to Bel, Iarhibol and Aglibol.17 Kos was an important island along the maritime trade route past 
Asia Minor, and Koan wine was well known and exported throughout the Mediterranean since it 
was much appreciated for its singular taste. It would be tempting to think of a Palmyrene being 
present on the island to engage in mercantile activities, but nothing links the inscription to any 
Palmyrene mercantile network.

A Palmyrene community also existed in the city of Rome, as is known from several altars found 
in the area of the temple of Sol at Porta Portese,18 next to the Tiber river and opposite Rome’s 
fluvial warehouses, in particular the Horrea Galbae. An altar has both a Latin and a Palmyrene 
dedication by Tiberius Claudius Felix, his wife and his son. The last line of the Latin dedication, 
Calbienses de coh(orte) III, possibly refers to the third cohors (court/warehouse) of the Horrea 
Galbae, Rome’s major fluvial warehouse on the left bank of the Tiber, which was characterised by 
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three long rectangular warehouses.19 If Tiberius Felix was a worker at the horrea, he could also 
have been engaging in mercantile activities, yet there is no direct link between his activities and 
either the community in Rome, or at Palmyra. In the Transtiberim district (Trastevere), almost 
directly across from the horrea, a further two Palmyrenes commemorated the consecration of the 
Temple of Bel, one of whom, C. Licinius N., may be related to a C. Licinius Flavius known from 
the Palmyrene agora.20 Yet the connection between these Palmyrenes and the city of Palmyra itself is 
never explicitly made; whether we may identify a diaspora trading community in the Mediterranean 
is therefore unclear. While some Palmyrenes may have invested in carrying goods towards Rome, it 
is more likely that the bulk of goods were simply funnelled towards the main trading centres of the 
Levant and the wider Mediterranean. So far, as tempting as it would be, there is not enough evidence 
available to ascertain either, or to point to direct networks or links between traders, transporters 
or people working in warehouses and Palmyra in order to discuss the advantages of economic 
integration and joint ventures made with the aim to carve a niche in a competitive market at the 
heart of the Roman Empire. So far, the evidence suggests that Palmyrenes preferred integration along 
the Persian Gulf and Indian Ocean routes rather than in the Mediterranean. Their community was 
already well implanted and represented outside the Roman Empire, and this advantage combined 
with less competition from long-established mercantile networks as in the Mediterranean may have 
been part of the incentive to develop along commercial routes which they had already mastered 
in part. One exception concerning evidence of Palmyrene mercantile trade in the Roman Empire 
however stands out, and deserves further attention: that is the case of Egypt.

Horizontal integration and Palmyrene investment in Egypt
While the evidence for commercial networks with Rome or in the Mediterranean as a whole remains 
difficult to assess, two inscriptions from Egypt reveal that Palmyrenes were commercially involved 
in Egypt via the Red Sea, and also engaged in fluvial transport along the Nile.

The first inscription comes from Koptos, a strategic city on the Nile in Upper Egypt at the gates of 
the Eastern Desert of Egypt, which was found during excavation in 1912. In the building discovered 
by Reinach was an inscription dated to the mid-second century CE which reads as follows:21

]ιον Ζαβδάλα Σαλμά-

νου καὶ Ἀνείνα Ἁδρια-

νῶν Παλμυρηνῶν

ναυκλήρων Ἐρυθραικῶν,

ἀναστήσαντα ἀπὸ θεμελίου

τὸ προπύλα[ι]ον καὶ τὰς στουὰς

τρεῖς καὶ τὰ θυρώ[μ]ατα ἐκ και-

νῆς, τὰ πάντα ἐκ τῶν ἰδίων

αὐτοῦ φιλοκαγαθίας χάριν

[Ἁ]δριανοὶ Παλμυρηνοὶ συν-

έμποροι τὸν φίλον.
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Zabdalas son of Salmanos, also (called?) Aneinas, of the ship owners of the Red Sea from Hadriane Palmyra, 
who has set up anew from the foundations the propylaea and the three stoas and the chambers, entirely 
from his own funds, the merchants of Hadriane Palmyra (set this up) to their friend, for his friendship and 
distinction.22

This inscription reveals that Zabdalas, who belonged to a group specifically called the Palmyrene 
ship owners of the Red Sea, must have been sufficiently established at Koptos to dedicate the 
foundations of a building there, much in fact like Soades, an important Palmyrene figure in the 
trade to the Euphrates, who built a temple at Vologesias.23 The dedication holds further important 
information: it specifies that it was given by ‘the merchants from Hadriane Palmyra,’24 which implies 
a direct link to the city of Palmyra, and thus that both the Palmyrene Red Sea ship owners and the 
Palmyrene merchants had clear common commercial interests, and worked together.

Furthermore, a second inscription strengthens the argument for a Palmyrene presence on the 
Nile and at the gates of the Eastern Desert of Egypt.25 An inscription from Denderah dated to the 
second half of the second century AD, though very fragmentary, brings us perhaps further along 
in the argument that there was a network of Palmyrene traders working in Egypt itself:

[? Ἰούλ(ιον) Αὐρ(ήλιον) [Z…….]

Mακκαí[oυ/oν?....... oἱ? ……………]

καὶ ἔμπο[ροι? …………………...]

τὸν παρα[κομίσαντα ? τήν]

συ[νοδíαν ….…………………]

‘Julius Aurelius… (son of?) Makkai (or Makkaios?) … and the merchants … bringing a caravan...’26

On the left-hand side, one can still make out the Palmyrene script, while the central part of the 
inscription mentions the name of a Palmyrene in connection with merchants. Although there are 
no naukleroi mentioned in the inscription,27 there are sufficient details, in particular the mention of 
emporoi and the formulaic nature of the inscription, to connect this inscription to the wider network 
of Palmyrenes since the Koptos inscription at least is clear about the presence of traders nearby. 
The inscription offers us an interesting detail which requires further consideration.

Both inscriptions come from very strategic locations in Egypt, namely not the maritime harbours 
of the Red Sea, such as Berenike or Myos Hormos, but the warehouses and points of transhipment 
at Koptos on the Nile, that is to say after the cargoes of goods were transported under seal from the 
harbours and had passed the customs at Koptos. But how do we explain a presence at Denderah 
which, on the other bank of the Nile, had its own navigational significance? While Koptos was 
obviously the connection point between the Nile and the Red Sea land route, Denderah was an 
important resting place after a difficult journey upstream of almost 40 km, when the navigators 
in the sailing season had the full power of the flood against them, and little or no northerly wind 
to help counter the current.28 The Denderah bend was thus often a necessary stopping point in 
order to wait for better wind conditions to sail up the Nile. Having a Palmyrene presence there 
fully emulated the Palmyrene model of communities implanted in the main trading centres on the 
Euphrates in order to facilitate the commercial interests of the community as a whole.

The expansion into an entirely new geographic area but within the same sphere of activities as 
those the Palmyrenes engaged in along the Euphrates can be described as horizontal integration. 
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Once the Palmyrenes had successfully taken over all the transport sectors of one of the two routes 
linked to the commerce of Persian and Indian Ocean goods, it was much easier for them to grow 
by developing laterally towards the Mediterranean, namely by expanding towards the Red Sea, 
and then further on into Egypt.

Conclusion
To conclude, between the first to third centuries AD, the Palmyrenes extended their economic 
activities by using two different economic concepts linked to integration: both vertical and horizontal 
integration. The accumulation or aggregation of different parts of the links in the trade into the hands 
of a group – trading, taking care of land, fluvial and maritime transport, so integrating vertically, 
was one of the ways that the Palmyrenes were able to gain economic advantage – namely by 
reducing transaction costs linked to different sections of the transport industry. Although for the 
Mediterranean as a whole the evidence of Palmyrene networks is relatively scarce, Egypt particularly 
stands out. The Palmyrene data shows that Palmyrenes were both engaging in vertical integration in 
order to offset transport and transaction costs along the Euphrates, Persian Gulf and Indian Ocean, 
but that their activities of transportation and trade extended beyond their usual geographic area: 
the extension on a lateral level, namely horizontal integration, implied that in order to grow, the 
Palmyrenes extended their networks into Egypt, where the bulk of lucrative Indian Ocean goods 
landed before making their way into the heart of the Roman Empire.

Notes
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